NEW SCIENTIFIC INVENTION HARNESSES MICROBES IN PROCESS WHICH RECYCLES
CO2 CARBON DIOXIDE TO CH4 METHANE ELIMINATING FOSSIL FUEL USE
This new invention, proven at Regensburg University in Germany, easily converts CO2 back into CH4
(LNG fuel) under special conditions in a special plant. With the contributions from waste CO2 Emissions,
waste heat recovery and other materials from fossil-fuel fired power stations the process converts CO2
to CH4 viably.

The world's existing fossil fuel energy supply infrastructure has been developed extensively over the
past century and cannot be replaced rapidly by renewables economically. However, considering the
current global energy-related economic difficulties and global warming, changes cannot be swept aside
and have to be addressed. This New Process can significantly reduce the CO 2 emissions while at the
same time enhance the efficiency of fossil-fueled power stations.
Steven Wolfowitz, a Chemical Engineer, harnessed some of the oldest living microbial organisms –
Methanogens – under special electrolytic conditions and environment to perform their sole task in life –
methanogenesis – and convert CO2 emissions and H2 into CH4 (methane). The Process uses automated
unique innovative electrochemical control systems, plant and conditions. Methanogens divide and
multiply very quickly under certain conditions when they realize their food – CO2 & H2 – is available as in
this Process environment.
The viability of the Process is enhanced by the availability of the materials without charge mainly from
the producers of CO2. The metabolism of methanogens provides the mechanism with minimal electrical
energy input. The world's highest emitters of CO2 from fossil-fuels, in many cases labeled as the global
warming culprits, now have technology to solve this problem while they can continue to enhance the
lives of millions by providing clean cheaper electricity. Carbon dioxide (CO2), Hydrogen (H2), water
(H2O), Heat (in some cases), Methanogens and Nutrients, are required for the Process. Power stations
and GTL (Gas to Liquid) plants can provide and integrate the first four requirements with their existing
operations which use them.
Carbon Dioxide (CO2), results from burning fossil fuels to produce electricity. 8,000 fossil-fuel fired power
stations generate and emit 10 billion tons of CO 2 polluting our Earth's atmosphere every year.
Furthermore, instead of paying carbon taxes (based on their current emissions) the savings and
reduction of fossil-fuel needs and costs would rapidly amortize the capital cost of implementing the
Process. Steam, generated in power stations, drives turbines which drive the electrical generators, and
is cooled using cooling towers where much water evaporates. The new Process can extract and recover
some waste heat using integrated heat exchangers.
Methane is the building block of all hydrocarbons including coal, oil and LPG fossil fuels, petrol, diesel,
most plastics, etc. It was previously thought that converting CO 2 to CH4 could not be done viably. By
incorporating microbiological methanogens into this new Process the thermodynamic challenges are
overcome. The system can be applied to many of the other CO 2 emitting industries including steel,
cement manufacturing, gas-to-liquid plants, etc., which contribute to the emission of an additional 20
billion tons of CO2 annually. Help is at hand to clean our world and provide huge new industries with
many new employment opportunities. The plant designs, processes, conditions and control systems
have all been patented. The future of our world is now in our hands.

WIPO PUBLICATION : WO 2014/016815 A2

US PATENT : 9,243,264

THE ENEROTOR : PERPETUAL ELECTRICITY GENERATOR FROM WAVE POWER
When Global Warming became a credible threat to future Life renewable energy systems and
avenues became essential to minimize the growing use of fossil fuel sources. Electricity could
be generated by generators but these required a driving force to rotate the magnetic fields. An
inexpensive method of driving them was needed. Steven Wolfowitz, a chemical engineer,
considered wave power and invented the Enerotor.

The use of wave energy has lagged the development of wind energy but decreasing availability
and considerably increasing fossil fuel prices and global warming has increased attention in
recent years and strides are now being made in that direction. Natural wave energy abounds
and is effectively limitless. The derivation of this energy has occupied the minds of many
inventors for years and several attempts have been made to harness it. The Enerotor is
designed to easily and directly convert that energy into relatively cheap green electricity. The
process is carbon-free and is anticipated to progressively become a serious renewable
contender. The Proprietary Technology and Intellectual Property is protected globally by patents
The Enerotor consists of a number of buckets fixed around a rotating cylinder floating on the sea
and connected to side electricity generators. The buckets are filled by the swell of incoming
waves and move downwards under gravitational forces. As the rotating buckets emerge after
about 180o on the other side of the cylinder to commence moving upwards, air enters them
through small holes drilled at their bases which become their leading edges on the upward
motion. The trapped water is released as it would otherwise be drawn up inside the buckets by a
vacuum. The vacuum is released and the cylinder achieves a perpetual unbalanced rotational
momentum which drives the attached electricity generators.
The system can be very large encompassing many tons of torque and can be linked together to
generate high electrical green energy relatively cheaply. It has few moving parts.
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Water Energy

Inlet mains water pipe intersects a circular tube
containing a ring of magnets imbedded in spaced
connected impellers separated by cavity gaps which
rotate when water pressure is released by opening taps
along the circuits. An inner wheel with complementary
magnets and gaps follows the rotation of the water ring
and drives an axially mounted generator producing
electricity to charge a battery and augment the electricity
supply reducing the amount required to be drawn.
Manifolds connect multiple units.

Global Patents Pending

SANDBAGS & FLOODBAGS (WATER FILLED) INTERLOCKING WALLS
SANDBAGS : Conventional sandbag building systems suffer from the instability of bags when
filled – they become cylindrical and roll off one another when stacked vertically and do not tie
together. The Patented WolfBag System obviates these drawbacks. They have reinforced holes
allowing upstanding U-shaped wires to be threaded through them when staggered so all become
tied together and cannot slip apart:

FLOODBAGS : Patented Wolf FloodBags are manufactured from coextruded plastics having high
tensile strength. Special self-sealing flap closures allow them to be filled under floodwaters. Being
tied together by upstanding U-shaped galvanized wires they have horizontal lateral relatively high
tensile connective properties. Delivered flat in stacks they can be easily transported & distributed
and filled on sites:

info@bagwalls.com
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ABSOLUTELY VERIFIABLE IDENTIFICATION & CREDIT CARD SECURITY SYSTEM
The civilized world still faces terrorism, identity theft, illegal immigration, internet hacking, phishimg
and and viruses, credit card replication and fraud, software music & intellectual property theft,
vehicle hi-jacking, false ‘genuine’ parts for critical applications, and many other serious criminal
activities. At the root of all these problems is a lack of absolute identification of people and the
transactions they make within the global financial and general databases which cannot be refuted
in law. Steven Wolfowitz, a chemical engineer, invented a system incorporating a dynamic nonreplicable component to solve the problems.
Much concentration and investment has been made in the biometric field of people identification.
DNA, retina scans, facial & voice recognition systems, fingerprinting, etc., are all rapidly improving;
but people interact with the transaction systems by use of objects like credit cards, identity cards,
passports, driving licenses, etc., and all of these purely electronic systems can be easily
replicated. Fraudulent use of them has been increasing for two decades or more. The missing link
has now been invented – a unique verifiable identification of all of these objects – and links these
cards, etc., to the people who use them indisputably by combining dynamic statistics to the purely
replicable static systems currently in use. The system provides an incorruptible Link between
Humans, Objects & Entities.
Details of transactions made by someone using a card together with corresponding readings of an
imbedded tiny safe isotope’s strength at the times of the transactions compile a database. This
enhances the register of human identifications by being dynamic (time-based). The more
transactions as time passes, the greater the uniqueness of the identification. The identity is
incorruptible because it can be verified at any time by referring to the strength of the isotope on the
card which is predictable. If the isotope or database is changed the identity is false.
A tiny speck of a selected safe isotope or mixture of isotopes is imbedded in the object and
imparts the properties of a ‘chemical clock’ which cannot be stopped or re-set to the object
because its status changes inexorably according to an exponential mathematical function of its
deterioration timeline unaffected by any conditions. Thus the card & human combination record of
transactions attains an ever changing predictable status which cannot be duplicated or cloned and
which identifies the card uniquely. For example:
Valid Credit Card Issued 01/7/00. Emission 1000
Counterfeit Card manufactured
= Unique Logged History

Isotope Reading

Static Identification System

+

Irreversible Time Stamped Identification System

Card used on 21/7/00. Geiger Counter in card reader
measures emission – checks with Card register
1234 5678 9012 3456
1/7/00
1000
Anticipates reading to be 250 on 21/7/00, finds
different or no reading and rejects transaction
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WOLFBRICK BUILDING SYSTEMS

Steven Wolfowitz, a chemical engineer, invented Wolfbricks to provide housing for increasing
populations quickly. The original Wolfbrick 1 is shown on the left above. It consists of an open top
& bottom box with two L-shaped halves joined at diagonal corners by patented in-moulded clips.
The top walls have upstanding lips which fit into channels at the lower extremities to interlock them
in a staggered wall formation, generate corners, etc. When injection moulded the halves nest
adjacent each other compacting volumes to transport to building sites. Being injection moulded
from ABS plastic they are very lightweight. Once erected, by unskilled labour, they are filled with a
sand & cement mixture to provide stability and immobility for buildings. Vertical & horizontal steel
rebars, wiring and plumbing are fitted internally before filling. Agrement Mantag Certification was
obtained. Heat transfer is minimized by the composite system keeping interior temperatures
stable. A worldwide development program with General Electric Plastics was commenced but
terminated due to disagreement regarding the way forward.

Wolfbricks 2 and 3 were designed so the outsides could be plastered to render the bricks
appearance natural. Special novel and inventive interlocking systems were incorporated and
surface nodules provided to enable easy plastering by unskilled workers. Wolfbrick 2 was injected
moulded from Polypropylene and Wolfbrick 3 was manufactured by a special patented expanded
metal process including solid unexpanded sections for connecting them together. These
steelbricks were supplied and transported flat and bent into L-shapes on site and were
considerably cheaper.
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RINGBLOCK SHUTTERED BUILDING SYSTEMS
In order to further reduce building unit costs a number of shutter systems were developed which
eliminated the need for materials other than reinforced concrete to be required. Solid integrated
monobloc framework and interconnected cast concrete walling sections provided a durable and
cost-effective building method.
Steven Wolfowitz, a chemical engineer, invented a novel system using vertically removable
reusable internal sliding shutters to hold outside shutters together instead of ferrules, etc.

To save concrete materials Steven invented a coupler to join PET bottles without loss of strength:

By lifting the internal vertical sliding shutters (blue) which secure the horizontal side shutters
(green) which engage them sliding in channels (yellow), the lowermost side shutters are released
allowing them to be leapfrogged above the highest shutters with which they engage. Thus few
shutters are required for optimal use. The walls can fit together longwise or against columns. The
system has been utilized for several projects:
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REINFORCED SHUTTERED CONCRETE PATENTED & REGISTERED DESIGN
ROCKFALL RETAINING WALL SYSTEM
Retaining walls are usually built having very wide foundations which utilize and waste available
footprints. Steven Wolfowitz, a chemical engineer, registered designs for his patented quick and
easy system. It can be used for high walls because water pressure is eliminated by spacing the
vertical columns apart preventing pressure buildup. Instead of using gabion walls to prevent
rockfalls along mountain cutouts of roadways stepping back towards the mountains, this system
can be very rapidly constructed and of steel reinforced integrated concrete having very strong
horizontal lateral and vertical high tensile strength with vertical reinforcing to become much
stronger than gabions or “loffelstein-type” blocks.
Walls can be built leaving a catchment area behind them to catch falling rocks which don’t roll over
them. Wire mesh between the gaps prevents sand fines from moving through the gaps and
provides a structure to attach attractive planting. The walls can be built on undulating levels by
utilizing the patented shuttered interconnected slab connective means allowing reinforcing to be
continuously connecting both horizontal and vertical sections. Further horizontal beam
connections up the walls impart very strong high tensile lateral strength so that the entire length of
walling along the roadways is tied together:
An advantage of this construction system is that it is very rapid. Slab shutters and the overlaps for
vertical column bases allow many long lengths of foundations to be cast in one day. The shutters
can be removed the next day and reused further along the roadside while the vertical columns are
placed in position with their connecting simple shutterboard connecting beam formwork which are
filled with concrete that day or the next.
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RINGBLOCK DOLOSSE
Made on the seashore using RingBlock Shutters
Dolosse which prevent sea-shore erosion are usually cast in huge expensive moulds and
transported to the shore. The patented RingBlock shutters, which Steven Wolfowitz, a chemical
engineer, invented may also be used on site to cast these objects:
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BUILDPERFECT DURABLE AFFORDABLE HOUSING CONCRETE BUILDING SYSTEM
The need for durable affordable housing is ever increasing. Steven Wolfowitz, a chemical
engineer, invented this patented system to provide a partcularly easy relatively unskilled way to
construct integrated reinforced concrete ringbeams without the need for carpenters. The building
system uses interconnected conventional reinforced columns, ringbeams and slabs with standard
walling, windows and doors, to civil engineering standards.
Special patented column shutters with strengthening angle-iron flanges conveniently positioned
are easily erected. Standard scaffold boards are located on the flanges to make connected ringbeam formwork. The columns and ring-beams are all filled with concrete at once producing a very
strong integrated steel reinforced concrete structure. The shutters may be removed on the next
day while propping the ring-beams and reused while the concrete cures to the required strength.
Standard walling, window-frames, door-frames and roofing are used to complete the buildings:
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SPRAYGUARD : SPLASHGUARDS FOR VEHICLE WHEELS
Overtaking a long truck in heavy rain is a nightmare chancing one’s life. The SpraGardTM is a
splashguard for the sides and undersides of vehicle bodies – especially truck and trailer bodies. It
is well known that the wheels of these vehicles splash copious quantities of water in rainy
conditions into the air alongside vehicles. This reduces visibility for passing motorists to nil in many
cases and overtaking such vehicles is an extremely dangerous action. The problem occurs
because heavy vehicles are generally travelling much slower than passenger vehicles whose
drivers wish to overtake them. During the period of overtaking, the drivers of both vehicles are in
danger of collision with each other and also unseen oncoming traffic from the opposite side of the
road where the overtaking vehicle is usually driving.
Manufacturers of trucks supply their articles as chassis cabs and flat decks and scant attention is
paid to containing the spray behind the rear wheels other than flaps fitted behind these wheels
which are ineffective. This serves to lull the driver of a vehicle behind the front vehicle into a sense
of false security which disappears when he tries to overtake and finds that the side spray is far
more intense than anticipated.

Steven Wolfowitz, a chemical engineer, invented guards containing internal channels to trap water
churned up under these large vehicles and deposit it in the middle of the truck onto the road. The
sides of SpraGardsTM extend to below the axle and just above the rim. Their panels can be easily
detached to change tyres. Outward flanges trap air mist effectively. Tandem and multi-axles are
accommodated. Eye-level mist is concentrated down to the roadway. They have strong sturdy
construction & help prevent tyre theft.
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THE ‘AIDIS’ MULTIPLE MEDICINE DISPENSER PACK
A number of people suffer from AIDS or other ailments requiring repetitive multiple medications.
Some are old and have difficulty in keeping track of what they need to take. Steven Wolfowitz, a
chemical engineer, designed a composite double-sided compartmentalized dispensing pack to
help systemize and help those sufferers. Prescription medication can be sorted by clinic staff to
simplify the use requirements of patients and this packing encourages employment opportunities:
Many patients are poor, illiterate and live in rural undeveloped third world countries; they, and the
other afflicted members of their families have to attend clinics where their conditions are
diagnosed and medication is prescribed and supplied. Most are too ill and confused by their illness
and the myriad of medicines and schedules of prescriptions to be able to take the requisite
medication regularly and in the correct quantities. Doses depend on age, weight, condition, etc
and each patient needs to take cocktails of different drugs at different times. In many cases the
drugs are not taken correctly according to the prescriptions or at all resulting in the medicines
losing their efficacy.
The container has numerous compartments arranged in an array of rows and columns. Each row
compartment contains one particular medicament packed and labeled in doses by the clinic
dispensary according to the column date and time. For example the first column refers to the
morning of the first day, the second refers to midday of the first day, the third afternoon of the first
day and the fourth the evening of the first day. The next row contains the doses for the second
day’s medicine, etc. A sliding cover, fixable at each column position, allows all the rows
(medicines) for the first period to be uncovered simultaneously so that all the medicaments for that
time can be extracted from the container and taken.
For the sake of cost saving a twin packaging arrangement is provided on the obverse side so that
a two-week regimen of drugs may be administered for each patient from one dispenser. Every
member of the family has his or her own pack so no confusion occurs. Two packs last for four
weeks’ supply. Drug manufacturers need supply in bulk lots thus saving on individual bottles, etc.
Considerable packaging cost savings also result from not using ten individual bottles/packages for
the numerous drugs for each patient.
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